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Abstract

Irradiation adversely affects the repair and regeneration of wounds causing negative impact on the clinical outcome. Therefore, it is necessary to screen newer paradigms that may help to mitigate the deleterious effects of ionizing radiations. Hesperidin (hesperitin-7-rhamnoglucoside or hesperitin-7-rutinoside), a predominant bioflavonoid found in citrus fruits has been evaluated for its wound healing activity in mice whole-body exposed to 2, 4, 6 or 8 Gy of γ-radiation. A full-thickness skin wound was created on the dorsum of mice after exposure to various doses of γ-radiation and the wound repair and regeneration was assessed by capturing video images of the excision wounds periodically as a measure of wound contraction as well as by assessing the mean wound healing time. In addition, the biochemical profiles including collagen, hexosamine, DNA, and nitric oxide syntheses were estimated in the granulation tissues at various days post-irradiation after exposure to 0 or 6 Gy. In a separate experiment histological information on fibroblast and blood vessel densities were collected in the regenerating granulation tissue at various post-irradiation days after 0 or 6 Gy irradiation. The whole-body exposure of mice to different doses of γ-radiation resulted in a dose dependent delay in the wound contraction and prolongation of wound healing time, where the highest delay was observed after 8 Gy irradiation. Administration of hesperidin orally before irradiation significantly reduced the radiation-induced delay in the wound contraction and mean wound healing time. The collagen, hexosamine, DNA and nitric oxide syntheses were significantly reduced after exposure to 6 Gy, whereas pretreatment with hesperidin significantly enhanced synthesis of collagen, hexosamine, DNA, and nitric oxide. Histological examination revealed an increased rise in fibroblast and vascular densities after treatment with hesperidin in comparison with 6 Gy irradiation. The study demonstrates that hesperidin treatment accelerated the healing of irradiated wounds by increasing the collagen, hexosamine, DNA, and nitric oxide syntheses and increasing the densities of fibroblasts and blood vessels in the...
regenerating wounds. The stimulation of a cascade of repair and regeneration processes by hesperidin could be a substantial therapeutic strategy in irradiated wounds.
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**Introduction**

Ionizing radiation has emerged as an important paradigm in medicine for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. With the increase in terrorist activities worldwide, the possibilities for deliberate misuse of radioactive materials cannot be underrated [1]. The other possibility of inadvertent human exposure includes nuclear accidents, industrial uses of ionizing radiations, air travel, radon and radiation emanating from cosmos. The acute radiation exposure resulting from any of these sources could cause combined injuries in the form of superimposed skin wounds and/or burn injury, which may lead to serious clinical problems not encountered by most military and civilian physicians. Combined injuries act synergistically, leading to higher morbidity and/or mortality than the radiation injury alone would have produced [2-6]. Interaction of ionizing radiation with wounded tissue disrupts normal responses to injury leading to a protracted recovery period. Irradiation also produces multiple negative effects on the wound healing processes that includes inhibition of inflammatory reactions, connective tissue proliferation, formation and maturation of granulation tissue, transcription of collagen mRNAs, secretion of collagen, neovascularization and a host of other processes involved wound repair and regeneration [7-11].

There have been several attempts to alleviate the radiation-induced delay in wound healing and accelerate the repair and regeneration of irradiated excision wounds. Supplemental vitamin A has been reported to reduce the acute radiation-induced defect in wound healing by aggrandizing the early inflammatory reactions in the wound and increasing the number of monocytes and macrophages at the wound site [12]. Certain radioprotective compounds like mercaptoethylamine, serotonin and WR-2721 have also been found to be useful in combined injuries [13]. Several growth factors and antimicrobial agents have been explored in animal models as potential options to improve wound healing in radiation damaged skin [14-16]. Some of the studies have shown that autologous non-irradiated fibroblasts, bacterial cellulose impregnated membranes, and poviargol accelerate the repair and regeneration of irradiated wounds [17,18]. Phenytoin sodium, vitamin A, C and curcumin have been reported to inhibit radiation-induced defects in wound healing, [3,5,12,19-23]. *Nigella sativa* extract has been reported to enhance the healing of irradiated deep dermal wound [11]. Ascorbic acid and curcumin have been found to accelerate the repair and regeneration of excision wounds of mice exposed to different doses of γ-radiation [20-23].

Despite a plethora of basic research in potential therapies and prophylaxis of irradiated wounds, use of nutraceuticals for wound repair and regeneration of irradiated wounds did not receive a greater attention. This indicates that use of nutraceuticals in wound healing need to be explored for their ability to enhance wound repair and regeneration of irradiated wounds. Since wound-healing deformities cause great physical and psychological stress to affected patients and is extremely expensive to treat, the use of nutraceuticals in the reconstruction of irradiated wounds seems to be an attractive proposition, because, they are non-toxic, consumed daily, have wide acceptability, better tolerance, more economic and can be safely manipulated for human use [24-26].

Hesperidin (hesperitin-7-rhamnoglucoside or hesperitin-7-rutinoside), a predominant bioflavonoid, has been reported to be anti-inflammatory, analgesic, antihypertensive, diuretic antibacterial and antiviral in various study systems [27-30]. Hesperidin helps in plant defense. The orange juice containing pulp is richer in the hesperidin than the juice without pulp. Sweet oranges (*Citrus sinensis*) and tangelos contain larger amount of hesperidin [31]. Hesperidin has been reported to act as an antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and free radical scavenging agent. It has antiulcer activity and it also suppresses selected cytochrome p450 enzymes [28,32,33]. Hesperidin regulates the capillary permeability and increases their strength [34]. It assists vitamin C in keeping collagen, the intercellular "cement" in healthy condition; and is essential for the proper absorption and use of vitamin C. It prevents vitamin C from being destroyed in the body by oxidation; beneficial...
in hypertension; helps reduce hemorrhages and in conditions of ruptured capillaries and connective tissues and protects against infections [35]. Hesperidin has been reported to be anti-allergenic, anti-hypotensive, anti-inflammatory, anti-cancerous, anti-microbial, and improves cognitive depression [36-38]. Hesperidin has been found to reduce cholesterol levels in humans and retard bone loss [39,40]. The sub chronic administration of 5% hesperidin for 13 weeks has been found to be non-toxic in mice [41]. The micronized flavonoid fraction, of 90% diosmin and 10% hesperidin has been reported to offer protection against reactive oxygen radicals both in vivo and in vitro and it has been found to be effective in the healing of clean and infected wounds, both orally and topically [42-44]. Hesperidin has been found to be non-toxic in animals and humans [33,45,46]. The pleotropic properties of hesperidin stimulated us to obtain an insight into the effect of hesperidin in mice exposed to different doses of whole body γ-radiation and inflicted with deep dermal excision wound as an additional trauma.

Materials and Methods

The animal care and handling were done according to the guidelines of the World Health Organization, Geneva and the INSA (Indian National Science Academy, New Delhi). Generally, eight to ten-week old Swiss albino mice of either sex weighing 30 to 36 g were procured from an inbred colony maintained under the controlled conditions of temperature (23±2°C), humidity (50±5%) and light (12 h of light and dark, respectively). The animals were allowed free access to sterile food (50% cracked wheat, 40% Bengal gram, 4% milk powder, 4% yeast powder, 0.75% sesame oil, 0.25% cod liver oil, and 1% salt) and water. Four animals were housed in a polypropylene cage containing sterile paddy husk (procured locally) as bedding throughout the experiment. The study was approved by the institutional animal ethical committee of the Kasturba Medical College, Manipal, India, where the study was performed.

Preparation of Drug and Mode of Administration

Hesperidin (HPD) was procured from Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium. The required amount of (HPD) was suspended in 1% carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) and the animals were administered with 0.01 ml/g b. wt. of CMC or HPD orally.

Experimental Protocol

The animals were divided into two groups as follows: -

CMC-irradiation: The animals of this group received 0.01ml/g body weight of CMC before irradiation.

HPD+irradiation: The animals of this group were administered with 100 mg/kg body weight of hesperidin before irradiation.

Irradiation

One hour after the administration of CMC or hesperidin, each animal was transferred into a specially designed well-ventilated acrylic restrainer and whole body of the animals was exposed to 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8 Gy of γ-rays delivered at a dose rate of 1.35 Gy/min from a 60Co Teletherapy source (Theratron, Atomic Energy Agency, Ontario, Canada).

Production of Full-Thickness Skin Wound

The fur of the dorsum (below the rib cage) of each animal was cleared with the help of a cordless electric mouse clipper (Wahl Clipper Corporation, Illinois, USA) before exposure to radiation and a full-thickness skin wound was produced on the dorsum (below the rib cage) of the animal as described earlier [33] within ten minutes of irradiation. Briefly, the animals were anesthetized and the skin of the entire body was cleaned and decontaminated by wiping the whole body with sterillium (Bode Chemical, Germany) disinfectant solution. The cleared dorsal surface of the skin was marked with a sterile circular (15-mm-diameter) stainless steel stencil. A full-thickness wound was created by excising the skin flap including panniculus carnosus in an aseptic environment using sterile scissors and forceps. Each wounded animal was housed in a separate sterile polypropylene cage until complete healing of the wound.

Wound contraction: The wound contraction was monitored by capturing the video images of each full-thickness wound with a CCD (charged coupled device) camera connected to a computer [21-24]. The first image of each wound from different groups was obtained one day after wounding, and it was considered as day one. The subsequent images were captured on 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 days post-irradiation. The wound area was calculated using Auto CAD R14 (Autodesk Inc., San Rafael, CA) software. Eight animals were used for each irradiation dose in each group and a total of eighty animal were used for this experiment.
Mean wound healing time: A separate experiment was carried out to estimate the mean wound healing time where grouping and other conditions remained exactly similar to that described above except that all the wounded animals in each group were monitored until complete healing of wounds and the day at which each wound healed was recorded. The mean of all the days were considered as mean wound healing time (MHT) and expressed in days. Eight animals were used for each irradiation dose in each group and a total of eighty animals were used for this experiment.

Biochemical Studies

A separate set of experiments was undertaken to study the alteration in the various biochemical profiles of regenerating excision wound after exposure to 0 or 6 Gy whole-body γ-radiation and their modulation by hesperidin. Grouping of animals and production of wounds were essentially similar to that described in experimental protocol section, except that the whole-body of the animals was exposed to 0 or 6 Gy γ-radiation. Wound biopsies were collected on 4, 8 and 12 days post-irradiation and the tissue samples were stored at −70°C until analysis. The estimation for collagen, hexosamine, DNA and nitrite syntheses were carried out as follows:

Collagen: As an indication of total collagen content, hydroxyproline concentration was determined as described earlier [47]. The weighed granulation tissue was hydrolyzed in 6 N HCl for 3 h at 130°C, neutralized (pH 7) with 2.5 N NaOH and diluted with Milli-Q water (18 Ω). The diluted solution was mixed with chloramine-T reagent and incubated for 20 min at room temperature. This was followed by the addition of freshly prepared ρ-dimethylamino-benzaldehyde (Ehrlich’s reagent) solution and incubation for 15 min at 60°C. The absorbance of each sample was recorded at 550 nm using a double beam UV-visible spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-260, Shimadzu Corp., Tokyo, Japan). The amount of hydroxyproline was determined by comparing the absorbance of samples with a standard curve. Total collagen from hydroxyproline analysis was determined by multiplying with a factor of 6.94. The collagen contents in granulation tissue have been expressed as mg/g dry tissue weight. Six animals were used in each group at each interval.

Hexosamine: Hexosamine contents of granulation tissues were estimated as described earlier with minor modifications [22]. Briefly the preweighed amount of granulation tissue was hydrolyzed in 6N HCl for 8 h at 98°C, neutralized to pH 7 with 4 N NaOH and further diluted with Milli-Q water. It was mixed with acetyl acetone and heated up to 96°C for 40 min. The resultant mixture was cooled, and 96% ethanol and ρ-dimethylamino-benzaldehyde solution (Ehrlich’s reagent) were added, then thoroughly mixed, and kept at room temperature for 1 h. The absorbance was measured at 530 nm using a double beam UV-visible spectrophotometer. The quantity of hexosamine was determined by comparing with a standard curve. Hexosamine contents have been expressed as mg/g dry tissue weight. Six animals were used in each group at each interval.

DNA synthesis: The DNA contents in the granulation tissue/s were measured by the method of Richards [48]. A known amount of dry granulation tissue was homogenized in 5% TCA and centrifuged. The pellets were washed with 10% TCA, resuspended in 5% TCA, incubated at 90°C for 15 min and centrifuged again. The resultant supernatant was collected for the determination of DNA content. The DNA was hydrolyzed with 60% perchloric acid at 80°C for 20 min and Burton’s diphenylamine reagent was added and left for incubation at room temperature overnight. Next day, 95% ethanol was added and absorbance was read at 600 nm using a double beam UV-visible spectrophotometer. The amount of DNA was determined by comparing with a standard curve and has been expressed as mg/g dry tissue weight. Six animals were used in each group at each interval.

Nitric oxide: The stable end products of NO biosynthesis were measured by estimating both nitrite and nitrate levels in the granulation tissue of wounds. Briefly, the preweighed amount of granulation tissue was homogenized in hypotonic saline and centrifuged. Nitrite concentrations were determined with Griess reagent. The supernatant was mixed with freshly prepared Griess reagent (0.1% NEDD, 1% sulphanilamide and 5% phosphoric acid in a 1:1:1 ratio), incubated at 37°C for 30 min and the absorbance was recorded at 543 nm using a double beam UV-visible spectrophotometer. Sodium nitrite was used as a standard. Nitrate levels were expressed in terms of µM/100 mg dry tissue weight. Nitrate concentrations were quantified using nitrate reductase assay. Briefly, 0.275 mg/ml of β-NADPH in imidazole buffer (pH 6.8), 0.41 U/ml nitrate reductase and test solutions were mixed. Griess reagent was added to this mixture, incubated at 37°C for 30 min and the absorbance was measured at 543 nm. Sodium nitrate was used as standard. Nitrate levels were expressed in terms of mM/g dry tissue weight. Six animals were used in each group at each interval, and a total of 72 animals were used for this estimation.
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**Histological Studies**

A separate experiment was conducted to evaluate the histological alterations during wound healing after exposure to 0 or 6 Gy whole-body γ-radiation. Grouping of animals and production of wounds were carried out as described in experiment 1, except that the whole-body of the animals was exposed to 0 or 6 Gy γ-radiation. The cross sectional full thickness skin biopsies from each group were collected at 4, 8 and 12 days post-irradiation. The samples were fixed in 10% buffered formalin, passed through different grades of alcohol in order to ensure complete dehydration and were embedded in paraffin wax. Medial samples were sectioned (5 µm) perpendicular to the surface, starting from the center of the wound and stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Sections were assessed in a blinded fashion under light microscope using a planimeter for fibroblast proliferation, and neovascularization. Two areas in each section were counted for neo-vascularization and fibroblast proliferation. The elongated or spindle shaped cells with purple nuclei and pink cytoplasm were identified as fibroblasts and scored. Blood vessels that are conspicuous with haematoxylin and eosin stains were scored for vascular repopulation studies. Three animals were used for each irradiation dose in each group and a total of thirty-six animal was used for this experiment.

**Analysis of Data**

Statistical significance between the treatment groups was determined using one-way ANOVA and student’s ‘t’ test. The Solo 4 Statistical Package (BMDP Statistical Software Inc., Los Angeles, CA, USA) was used for data analysis. All data are expressed as mean ± SEM (Standard error of mean).

**Results**

The results are expressed as wound contraction, mean wound healing time, contents of collagen, hexosamine, DNA, nitrate and nitrite and fibroblast and vascular densities in Figures 1-7.
Figure 1: Effect of hesperidin treatment on the contraction of wound with time in mice exposed to various doses of whole-body γ-radiation. Squares: CMC+Sham-irradiation; Circles: CMC+Irradiation; Triangles: HPD+Sham-irradiation and Stars: HPD+ Irradiation. Upper left: 2 Gy; Upper right: 4 Gy; Lower left: 6 Gy and Lower right: 8 Gy.
Mean Wound Healing Time

The complete closure of wounds was observed on 18.7±0.61 days post-irradiation in CMC+Sham-irradiation group, whereas oral administration of mice with hesperidin resulted in a significant decline in MHT (16.2 ± 0.36 day post-irradiation) in the HPD+Sham-irradiation group (Figure 3). The whole-body exposure of mice to different doses of γ-radiation delayed the complete closure of wounds in a dose dependent manner as a result the mean wound healing time was also increased in CMC+ Irradiation group when compared with the CMC+Sham-irradiation group (Figure 3). A mean wound healing time of 20.5 ± 0.29, 21.8 ± 0.29, 23.3 ± 0.49 and 25.5 ± 0.33 days was observed for 2, 4, 6 and 8 Gy, respectively in CMC+Irradiation group (Figure 3). The oral administration of 100 mg/kg of hesperidin to mice before irradiation to various doses of γ-radiation accelerated the healing of irradiated excision wounds, as a result there was a reduction in the mean wound healing time and a mean wound healing time of 19 ± 0.28, 20.6 ± 0.3, 21.5 ± 0.26 and 24.6 ± 0.47 days was observed for 2, 4, 6 and 8 Gy, respectively in HPD+Irradiation group (Figure 3). This improvement in wound healing time was statistically significant (p < 0.05) for 2, 4 and 6 Gy, respectively in HPD+Irradiation group. However, this enhancement in wound healing in HPD+Irradiation group was non-significant for 8 Gy irradiation (Figure 3).

Biochemical Studies

The amount of hydroxyproline is an index of collagen content and is also a measure of neo-collagen synthesis. A maximum synthesis of collagen was observed at day 8 post-irradiation indicated by the highest hydroxyproline contents in CMC or HPD+Sham irradiation groups; thereafter, synthesis of collagen remained almost unaltered in both the groups. Irradiation of animals to 6 Gy resulted in a drastic drop in the collagen synthesis at all post-irradiation times, which was statistically
significant when compared to the CMC+Sham irradiation group (Figure 4). Despite this decline in collagen synthesis, a maximum synthesis of collagen was observed on day 8 after wounding in the CMC+Irradiation group; thereafter a nadir in the formation of new-collagen was reached at 12 days post-irradiation (Figure 4). The pattern of collagen synthesis was similar in HPD+Irradiation group, except that the treatment of mice with 100 mg/kg hesperidin before 6 Gy irradiation resulted in a significant elevation in collagen synthesis when compared to the concurrent CMC+Irradiation group (Figure 4). Pretreatment with hesperidin could not restore the level of collagen to normal even by day 12 post-irradiation.

Hesperidin treatment alone increased hexosamine, the ground substratum for collagen synthesis on day 4 post irradiation, which continued to rise up to day 8 post-irradiation and declined thereafter when compared to non-irradiated control (0 Gy). Irradiation of animals to 6 Gy caused a significant decline in the hexosamine contents at all post-irradiation days in CMC+Irradiation group. Despite this reduction, the hexosamine contents were maximum on day 8 post-irradiation in this group (Figure 4). The pattern of hexosamine synthesis was similar in the HPD+Irradiation group, except that the hexosamine synthesis was significantly higher at all post-irradiation days when compared to concurrent CMC+Irradiation group (Figure 4).

The increase in DNA contents of treated wounds indicates hyperplasia of cells. Exposure of animals to 6 Gy resulted in a drastic reduction in the DNA contents in the granulation tissue at day four, that showed a sudden surge on day 8 and declined thereafter on day 12 post-irradiation, however it was higher than that of day 4 post-irradiation (Figure 5). Oral administration of HPD before 6 Gy irradiation significantly increased the DNA synthesis on day 4 by 1.5 times of CMC+Irradiation group and continues to increase up to day 4 where a maximum.

Figure 4: Effect of hesperidin treatment on the biosynthesis of collagen (Left) and hexosamine (Right) in the excision wound of mice whole-body exposed to 6 Gy γ-radiation. Red bars: Carboxy-methylcellulose +Sham-irradiation; Green bars: Hesperidin+Sham-irradiation; Blue bars: Carboxymethylcellulose + Irradiation and Cyan bars: Hesperidin+Irradiation. *p < 0.05 when carboxy methylcellulose groups are compared to hesperidin groups.
synthesis of DNA was observed. Thereafter the synthesis of DNA declined however it was higher than that of day 4 post-irradiation (Figure 5).

End products of NO synthesis, nitrite and nitrate were elevated as early as 4 day post-irradiation in the granulation tissue and the levels of both nitrite and nitrate continued to decline up to 12 day post-irradiation in non-irradiated animals (Figure 6). Irradiation of animals to 6 Gy whole-body γ-radiation resulted in a drastic decline in both the nitrite and nitrate contents in the granulation tissues at all post-irradiation times. However, hesperidin pretreatment resulted in a significant elevation in both nitrite and nitrate contents at all post-irradiation days (Figure 6).
Histological Studies

Histological evaluation of wound biopsies at various post-irradiation times revealed that hesperidin treatment alone did not alter the histology picture except that there was an increase in the fibroblast and vasculature densities compared to the non-drug-treated Sham-irradiation controls (Figure 7). Exposure of mice to 6 Gy caused degeneration of collagen bundles and depletion in fibroblasts and vasculature densities (Figure 7). A few isolated “fragments” of collagen surrounded by unstained spaces were seen at this radiation dose. The density of fibroblasts declined drastically in CMC+Irradiation group when compared with CMC+Sham-irradiation group (Figure 7). Few, large and stellate cells or “radiation fibroblasts” were seen after irradiation at 8 day post-irradiation. A slight variation in epidermal thickness was also evident. A similar trend was observed for vascularization, where blood vessels were larger and more irregular in shape in the irradiated group than in the CMC+Irradiation group. Pretreatment with hesperidin protected the mice against radiation-induced damage to fibroblasts and vasculature as revealed by an increase in the density of fibroblasts and vasculature (Figure 7). However, the histology could not be restored similar to that of sham-irradiated control.

Figure 7: Effect of hesperidin treatment on the fibroblast (Left) and vascular density (Right) in the regenerating excision wound of mice whole-body exposed to 6 Gy γ-radiation. Red bars: Carboxy-methylcellulose + Sham-irradiation; Green bars: Hesperidin+Sham-irradiation; Blue bars: Carboxymethylcellulose + Irradiation and Cyan bars: Hesperidin+Irradiation. *p < 0.01 when carboxy methylcellulose groups are compared to hesperidin groups.

Discussion

Increasing use of radioactive materials in industry, medicine, science, military and in localized areas of high radiation within nuclear facilities has significantly increased the potential of large-scale, uncontrolled exposure to radiation, especially during accidents Chernobyl and Fukushima type. With the spurt in terrorist activities and evolution of new terror outfits frequently, the potential for deliberate misuse of radioactive material...
can also not be ruled out. Irradiation of tissue, whether for therapeutic purpose or incidental or accidental raises problems or concern for surgeons in terms of the malignant potential of the irradiated bed and wound healing issues, especially during combined injuries in such situations [49,50]. Irradiation produces both acute and late effects on skin and subcutaneous tissues that have profound implications on surgical wound healing [50-52]. This indicates that strategies are needed that can accelerate the repair and regeneration of the wounded tissue and also counter the effect of ionizing radiation. Therefore, the present study was undertaken to study the application of hesperidin a bioflavonoid in the repair and regeneration of deep dermal excision wound in mice whole body exposed to different doses of γ-radiation.

Periodical and regular monitoring of wound contraction provides the precise information about progress of repair and regeneration of excision wounds. The video imaging to assess wound contraction has been used by us as it produces less trauma to the wounded animal and the chances of detachment of the regenerating wound from wound bed are minimal [5,11,20-23,33]. The exposure of animals to different doses of γ-radiation led to a significant delay in the wound contraction in a dose dependent manner and maximum retardation in wound repair and regeneration was observed for 8 Gy exposure. Similarly whole-body irradiation has been reported to retard wound healing in mice exposed to different doses of γ-radiation earlier [11,20-22,24]. Wound contraction can be defined as the centripetal movement of the edges of a full thickness wound in order to facilitate closure of the defect [53,54]. A delay in wound contraction after exposure to γ-radiation has been observed in earlier studies. These studies have indicated that irradiation alter the local conditions in the wound milieu that act against the wound repair and regeneration. [13,20-22,55,56]. The similar factors must be responsible for retardation in wound healing after irradiation in the present study. Oral administration of mice with 100 mg/kg body weight of hesperidin before exposure to different doses of γ-irradiation accelerated the wound healing as was evident by greater degree of wound contraction and reduction in mean wound healing time. The topical application of hesperidin has been recently reported to enhance healing of irradiated wound in mice [33]. Likewise, ascorbic acid, curcumin and extract of *Nigella sativa* have been reported to accelerate the healing of excision wounds after whole body irradiation to different doses of γ-radiation [11,20-23].

Vitamin A supplementation has also been reported to ameliorate the acute radiation-induced delay in wound healing [12]. In another study vitamin E treatment has been reported to normalize the breaking strength of wounds that received preoperative irradiation [57].

The wound repair and regeneration is a concerted event of well-organized physiological processes that are triggered immediately after infliction of the wound and ionizing radiation induces multiple negative effects on all these processes including, collagen, and DNA syntheses, fibroblast proliferation, and endothelial cells and other cytokine factors [5,11,21,22,56,58-61]. Collagen is an important protein which is abundant in the connective tissues and it plays a pivotal role in the healing of wounds [62]. It provides a structural framework, strength and milieu to the regenerating tissues. Collagen is produced by fibroblasts and assists the wound in gaining tensile strength during wound repair [62-63]. Irradiation of animals significantly reduced the collagen synthesis, which is evident from the estimation of hydroxyproline content in the granulation tissue. Irradiation with increasing doses of gamma rays, have been reported to cause a progressive destruction of the native collagen fibrils [64]. An identical effect has been observed earlier, where irradiation of mice after 6 Gy resulted in the decline in the collagen synthesis [11,21,22]. The hesperidin administration inhibited the radiation-induced decrease in collagen synthesis at all post-irradiation days. Ascorbic acid, curcumin and *Nigella sativa* extract have been found to inhibit the radiation-induced decline in the collagen synthesis in the regenerating wounds earlier [11,21,22].

Ground substratum, for collagen synthesis, the hexosamine increases during early stages of wound repair and regeneration and declines thereafter [65]. Irradiation of mice has been reported to reduce the hexosamine contents in the regenerating excision wounds earlier [21,22]. Similarly, hexosamine was found to decline during the regeneration of wounds at different post-irradiation days in the present study. Administration of hesperidin before irradiation elevated the hexosamine contents significantly on day 4 and 8 post-irradiation in comparison with the CMC+Irradiation group. Earlier ascorbic acid and curcumin have been found to elevate the hexosamine contents during reparation of irradiated wounds [21,22,24]. Similarly, hexosamine has been found to increase in wounds of diabetic rats receiving topical application and oral administration of *Aloe vera* [65].

The rise in DNA contents during the healing of wounds serves as an index of cell proliferation [66]. Therefore, estimation of DNA contents could provide crucial
information on cell proliferation during wound repair. The whole-body irradiation significantly reduced DNA contents in the CMC-Irradiation group indicating reduced cell proliferation in the regenerating wounds, whereas hesperidin treatment significantly increased the DNA contents at day 4 and 8 post-irradiation in HPD+Irradiation group pointing towards increased cell division and repair of irradiated wounds. A resembling effect has been observed earlier after treatment with ascorbic acid, curcumin and Nigella sativa extract in the irradiated mice after infliction of excision wounds [11,21,22]. The oral administration and topical application of Aloe vera has also been reported to increase DNA contents significantly in the wounds of diabetic rats [65].

Inflammatory responses are central to the repair of wounds after injury and some of the bioregulatory molecule like nitric oxide plays a crucial role during repair and regeneration as it allows the migrations of neutrophils and macrophages in the wound bed for the subsequent wound healing events to take place [61,67,68]. Most available evidences suggest that adequate rate of NO production is essential and promotes processes central to wound healing such as angiogenesis, fibroblast synthetic function, epithelial cell proliferation, collagen formation and wound contraction in various distinct ways [5,20-22,61,69]. The decrease in NO expression has been correlated with radiation-induced impairment in wound healing [70]. Irradiation has been reported to reduce the level of nitrite and nitrate levels in healing wounds and ascorbic acid and curcumin increased their levels during the healing of irradiated wounds [5,20-22,24]. A similar effect has been observed in this study, where irradiation has reduced the formation of NO, whereas pretreatment of mice with hesperidin elevated nitrite and nitrate levels in irradiated mice.

The fibroblasts play a major role in the repair and regeneration of wounds as they are indispensable in breaking of fibrin clot, production of extracellular matrix, synthesis of neocollagen and the myofibroblasts that are important for wound contraction [71-73]. These cells are proliferating cells and ionizing radiation adversely affect them. A similar observation has been made in the present study, where the density of fibroblast declined in the regenerating irradiated wound. The formation of new blood vessels is essential part of wound healing and this process occurs due to neovascularization and angiogenesis in the granulation tissue of the wound and the irradiation hampers neovascularization and retard wound healing [74,75]. This reduction in fibroblast proliferation and vascularization is in agreement with earlier reports, where a similar decrease in fibroblast proliferation, retardation of collagen maturation, and overall delay in wound repair is observed [5,21,22]. The Cell culture studies on fibroblasts exposed to ionizing radiation have also demonstrated that irradiated fibroblasts have a significantly prolonged generation time when compared to normal fibroblasts [76]. Pretreatment of mice with hesperidin increased fibroblast proliferation and vascular density in the HPD+Irradiation group. An identical effect has been observed earlier with ascorbic acid and curcumin, which have been reported to augment blood vessel formation and fibroblast proliferation in the regenerating wounds of mice [5,21,22,24].

The response of normal tissues to radiation can be viewed as consisting two partially interacting components. The first is a process that resembles the healing of traumatic wounds, perturbed by the radiation treatment. The second is a set of specific injuries that affect virtually all cellular and extracellular components within irradiated volume and that may be responsible for the progression of injury over a period of time. The irradiated wound differs in interesting ways from acute traumatic, thermal or chemical wounds, in which structural tissue damage occurs instantaneously, or nearly so. Injuries that are benign by themselves may become lethal when combined even with relatively small doses of radiation. There are several possible explanations for alterations in wound healing after irradiation. Severe damage to vital tissues, especially those with a high rate of cell division such as the hematopoietic system after exposure to ionizing radiation has been reported [12,77]. This loss of significant numbers of bone marrow cells can lead to an immunocompromised state in which the individuals become highly susceptible to bacterial infections leading to complications in the healing of wounds. Shielding of bone marrow during acute whole-body X-irradiation has been reported to lower mortality and increase the closure of open dorsal skin wounds of rats [13]. These studies suggest a requirement of radiation-sensitive, bone marrow-derived cells in tissue repair. A delay in fixation of the wound edge to underlying tissue due to a lack of fibroblast proliferation and a decrease in fibroblast synthetic function in the granulation bed could be another possibility. The contraction of open excised wounds has been found to be a function of contractile fibroblasts, known as myofibroblasts [72]. Irradiation is thought to impair wound healing in skin through its cytotoxic effect on fibroblasts. This impairment may be due to the delay in the progression of cells through the cell cycle induced by
radiation [76]. A similar effect cannot be ruled out in the present study since whole-body of the animal was irradiated. Furthermore, ionizing radiation are known to produce cytotoxic effects by generating oxygen-derived free radicals and the overproduction of free radical results in oxidative stress, producing negative effect on wound healing [78].

The exact mechanism of acceleration in healing of irradiated wound after hesperidin treatment is not known. However, there may be several putative mechanisms acting in concert with each other to reduce the irradiation-induced delay in the repair and regeneration of irradiated wounds treated with hesperidin. The presence of HPD may reduce the radiation and wound injury-induced free radicals resulting in the early closure of wounds. Hesperidin has been reported to neutralize free radicals [33]. The increase synthesis of DNA, collagen, hexosamine and NO after HPD treatment may have contributed in various ways to effect early repair of irradiated wounds. HPD may also have acted as an antioxidant and anti-inflammatory agent [37,79]. Wounding and irradiation have been reported to induce transcriptional activation of NF-κB, COX-II and LOX causing adverse impact on the healing of irradiated wounds [6,80,81]. Administration of hesperidin before irradiation may have suppressed the NF-κB, COX-II and LOX activation and restored normal regenerative capacity of irradiated wounds in the present study. Hesperidin has been reported to inhibit the activation of NF-κB, and COX-II in earlier studies [6,82,83]. Exposure to ionizing radiation alleviates various antioxidants in the irradiated wounds and thus derail and retard normal wound healing [11,79,84]. Hesperidin treatment may have increased various antioxidants and thus may have accelerated healing of irradiated wounds. Our earlier study has reported that hesperidin administration before irradiation raised the antioxidant status in the regenerating skin wounds of irradiated mice [79]. The transcriptional activation of Nrf2 pathways by hesperidin may have increased the antioxidants and improved healing of irradiated wounds [85]. Matrix metalloproteinase are important during healing of wounds and their higher expression after irradiation led to delay in the healing of wounds [61,86]. Hesperidin has been reported to reduce their expression that would have also augmented the healing of irradiated wounds in the present study [87].

Conclusions

The present study demonstrated that single administration of hesperidin before whole-body exposure to different doses of γ-irradiation accelerates wound healing in mice, as is evident from an improved contraction of wound and reduced mean wound healing time. This effect of hesperidin may be due to its ability to increase the synthesis of collagen, hexosamine, DNA, and nitric acid, which may have contributed in acceleration of wound repair and regeneration in the present study. The stimulation of proliferation of fibroblasts and vasculature by hesperidin in the wound granulation tissue may have also contributed in the early wound healing. The hesperidin may have reduced the expression of matrix metalloproteinase, NF-κB, and COX-II accompanied by the augmented activation of Nrf2 would have played a major role in the enhanced wound healing. This study suggests that hesperidin could be a useful paradigm in the clinical management of normal as well as irradiated wounds.
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